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Information content of brain states is explained by structural constraints on state energetics
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Signal propagation along the structural connectome of the brain induces changes in the patterns of activity.
These activity patterns define global brain states and contain information in accordance with their expected
probability of occurrence. Being the physical substrate upon which information propagates, the structural
connectome, in conjunction with the dynamics, determines the set of possible brain states and constrains the
transition between accessible states. Yet, precisely how these structural constraints on state transitions relate to
their information content remains unexplored. To address this gap in knowledge, we defined the information
content as a function of the activation distribution, where statistically rare values of activation correspond to
high information content. With this numerical definition in hand, we studied the spatiotemporal distribution of
information content in functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) data from the Human Connectome Project
during different tasks, and report four key findings. First, information content strongly depends on cognitive
context; its absolute level and spatial distribution depend on the cognitive task. Second, while information
content shows similarities to other measures of brain activity, it is distinct from both Neurosynth maps and
task contrast maps generated by a general linear model applied to the fMRI data. Third, the brain’s structural
wiring constrains the cost to control its state, where the cost to transition into high information content states is
larger than that to transition into low information content states. Finally, all state transitions—especially those
to high information content states—are less costly than expected from random network null models, thereby
indicating the brains marked efficiency. Taken together, our findings establish an explanatory link between the
information contained in a brain state and the energetic cost of attaining that state, thereby laying important
groundwork for our understanding of large-scale cognitive computations.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.106.014401

I. INTRODUCTION

As information is processed in the brain, activity prop-
agates between different regions along structural connec-
tions [1,2]. At the macroscopic scale in humans, these
connections are white matter tracts which link one region of
the brain to another [3]; the collection of such tracts is referred
to as the structural connectome [4]. The architecture of the
connectome, or the pattern of tracts, determines where activity
can flow [5,6], and hence how the brain can move from one
information-bearing state to another [7]. Depending on the
task, these brain states may follow recurring patterns or show

*Corresponding author: dsb@seas.upenn.edu

unusual activity. The probability of the brain being in a certain
state can be expressed using information content. Yet little is
known about how a state’s information content depends on the
brain’s transition constraints.

Towards this understanding, prior work has made signif-
icant progress in understanding how the brain’s structural
connections influence the evolution of its state, which we
define as a pattern of activity across neural units, following
Refs. [8–11]. Using this definition, prior work in network
control theory models the macroscopic brain dynamics as a
function of the structural connectome, instantiating the flow of
activity along white matter tracts [9,11–15]. In tandem, other
work has formalized conditions to define the information
housed in an event based on the event’s probability [16,17],
whereby low probability events carry more information about
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FIG. 1. Calculation of information content and transition cost of brain states. (a) fMRI activation intensities of different brain parcels define
instantaneous brain state, and are represented by dots in an N-dimensional state space, where N is the number of brain parcels. (b) An example
histogram of the resting-state data of the parcel showing the median information content of a single subject. Resting-state time series were
used to estimate the probability density of activation values for each brain parcel and each subject. (c) Top panel: The activation time series
of the same parcel during the working memory task. Middle panel: Corresponding parcel information content Iparcel. Bottom panel: Whole
brain information content Istate, as obtained by summation over all parcels. (d)–(f) By injecting control signals that diffuse on the underlying
substrate of the structural connectivity matrix [schematically shown in (d)], the instantaneous state of the brain is moved from an initial state
to a target state (e). (f) The cost of such a transition is determined by an underlying energy landscape and was estimated as the cost of control
in the framework of network control theory.

the system than high probability events. Hence, it is now
timely to bring together these two developments and develop a
novel theory of the dynamics and control of information flow
across brain structure. Specifically, we can ask the follow-
ing: How does the dynamics atop the structural connectome
move the brain to high information states? What is the link
between the cost of transitioning to a given brain state and its
information content? To establish this link, we employed data
from the Human Connectome Project (HCP), which includes
functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and diffusion
weighted imaging (DWI) scans from 596 healthy adult human
participants [18]. We represented the estimates from the DWI
scans in an undirected weighted adjacency matrix encoding
the structural connectome, and placed the connectome within
a dynamical model to calculate the energy required to transi-
tion into low versus high information content states (Fig. 1).
Collectively, these calculations provide us with the variables
necessary to address our questions.

We framed our investigation by posing three primary hy-
potheses. First, we hypothesized that the brain will evince
different levels of information content depending on the
cognitive function elicited. This hypothesis stems from the
observation that cognitive tasks constrain the brain across a
prespecified set of states, thereby changing the variability of
observed activation patterns [19–21]. Second, we hypothe-
sized that the structural connectome is organized to support

transitions to observed brain states, such that the energy re-
quired for these transitions is lower than expected in random
network null models. This hypothesis stems from evidence
for a bidirectional dependence between structure and func-
tion: Neural units that coactivate are likely to have stronger
structural connections in the future [22–24], and neural units
that are structurally connected are likely to more strongly
coactivate in the future [25]. Hence, the brain’s pattern of
wiring shapes—and is shaped by—patterns of activity. Third,
we hypothesized that the energy required to reach high infor-
mation content states will be greater than the energy required
to reach low information content states. This hypothesis stems
from the intuition that the brain—which exists under marked
energetic constraints [26]—will seek to minimize the fre-
quency with which it passes through energetically costly
states. Hence, high probability states should be those that are
less energetically costly, whereas low probability states should
be those that are more energetically costly. In the process
of testing and validating these hypotheses, we uncovered a
generic predictor of the costs to reach observed brain states,
indicating that our results are relevant to brain dynamics be-
yond the cognitive contexts and limited scan durations used
here. Taken together, our work integrates information theory,
network control theory, and neuroimaging to demonstrate that
the information content of brain states is explained by struc-
tural constraints on state energetics.
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II. MATHEMATICAL FRAMEWORK

A. The information content of a brain state

As formalized by Shannon [16,27], the information content
of an event depends on its probability of occurrence. Intu-
itively, a more surprising event carries more information than
a commonplace event. In formalizing this notion, we consid-
ered three desirable properties of a measure of information
content [27]: The information content of an event must be
greater than or equal to zero; absolutely certain events have
zero information content; and the information content should
be additive for independent events. These properties lead to a
simple definition. Given the probability of occurrence Px of a
brain state x, the information content Istate of that state is

Istate(x) = log

(
1

Px

)
= − log (Px). (1)

Here, x is an N-dimensional vector, where N is the number of
distinct brain regions, which are referred to here as parcels. Px
denotes the probability with which state x occurs.

To measure the information content of a given brain state,
it is hence necessary to have an estimate of the probability
of that state. To determine this distribution, we first write
the N-dimensional state vector in its components x = {xi|i ∈
{1, . . . , N}}, where xi denotes the fMRI activation value of
the ith parcel [Fig. 1(a)]. An estimation of the probability
of a high-dimensional vector x would require a determina-
tion of the joint probability distribution function of all its
components. With a limited number of sample points, such
a determination is numerically unstable [28]. However, when
the different entries in the random vector are independent
from one another, the probability Px can be written as a
product of the independent probabilities of occurrence of its
single entries xi, making it numerically feasible to calculate
the probability of a whole brain state. Accordingly, we disag-
gregated the brain into parcels that maximize the difference of
functional connectivity patterns between different parcels [29]
(see Sec. VI). Making the simplifying assumption that the
activities of parcels are completely independent from one
another, Eq. (1) can be reformulated as

Istate(x) = − log

(
N∏

i=1

pi

)
= −

N∑
i=1

log (pi ), (2)

where pi is the probability of the activation magnitude of a
specific parcel during the observed state. As − log(pi ) can be
regarded as the information content of the individual parcel
Iparcel, we write

Istate(x) =
∑

parcels

Iparcel. (3)

This formulation allowed us to calculate the information con-
tent associated with a single parcel Iparcel, and thus enabled the
analysis of the regional and temporal distribution of informa-
tion content across the brain. The simplifying assumption of
completely independent parcels does not influence the infor-
mation content of single parcels. However, it should be noted
that the assumption leads to an overestimation of information
content of whole brain states when parcels display correlated
activity. This is shown in Supplemental Material Sec. II [30],

where the assumption of independence between parcels was
relaxed by jointly estimating the probability distribution over
pairs and quadruplets of parcels. This approach assumes inde-
pendence only between the pairs or quadruplets of parcels.
Importantly, our main results hold in these more stringent
scenarios.

To obtain the probability distribution pparcel, we used the
time series of fMRI activation values from a resting-state
scan [for an example, see Figs. 1(a)–1(c)]. We separately
estimated the probability of activation values for each subject
and for each brain parcel. Specifically, we used a nonpara-
metric Parzen-Rosenblatt window estimation to determine the
probability density, which is a standard statistical technique
for estimating the probability distribution of a random vari-
able [31,32]. The approach is particularly advantageous in
the estimation of a continuous unknown distribution (also see
Sec. VI). To ensure our method was performing as designed,
we confirmed that high values of activation have low probabil-
ity and are associated with high values of information content
[for an example, see Fig. 1(b)].

The information content of activations in single parcels
during task conditions was then calculated by using the
mapping of activation magnitude to information content as
obtained from the resting-state fMRI (rs-fMRI) session. As-
suming the independence of parcels, we calculated whole
brain information content by summing up over all parcels for
a specific time point. Further, the mean information content
of a parcel during a specific task was obtained by averaging
over the information content of all time points. This property
can be regarded as an estimation of the cross-entropy [33]
between the task-fMRI (t-fMRI) distribution and the rs-fMRI
distribution.

B. Network control theory

Having calculated the information content of brain states,
we now turn to the question of quantifying the structural
constraints on transitions to states bearing high versus low
information content. As noted earlier, we operationalized this
question within the framework of network control theory
[Figs. 1(d)–1(f)]. In line with empirical evidence, we assumed
that information moves along the structural pathways linking
brain parcels. Following prior work [8–11], we approximated
these dynamics with a linear model, which is both (i) in
line with observed linearities in the fMRI blood-oxygen-level-
dependent (BOLD) signal [34] and (ii) appropriate as a local
approximation of a nonlinear dynamics occurring at finer spa-
tiotemporal scales [35]. Coupling this intrinsic evolution with
the influence of extrinsic control signals, we write down the
following model (also see Sec. VI):

ẋ = Anormx(t ) + Bu(t ). (4)

Here, x ∈ RN×1 denotes the instantaneous brain state as
measured by fMRI. The matrix Anorm ∈ RN×N denotes the
normalized structural connectome (see Ref. [36]),

Anorm = A
|λ(A)max| × (1 + c)

− I, (5)

where A ∈ RN×N denotes the structural connectivity ma-
trix estimated from DWI. The matrix I ∈ RN×N denotes the
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identity matrix, and λ(A)max is the largest eigenvalue of A.
The normalization factor c was set to 0.001 for all calcula-
tions, thereby ensuring that the dynamics in Eq. (4) are stable.
Notably, this choice of c = 0.001 also sets the unit of time as
the inverse of 1.001|λ(Amax)|.

This normalized structural connectome can be used to cal-
culate the cost of a state transition, i.e., the effort required to
drive the brain from an initial state to a final target state is
calculated using control energy. In the N-dimensional state
space, this external effort u(t ) is injected into the system via
the input matrix B. Here, we set B to the identity matrix, hence
injecting control input into all nodes. The energy of the state
transition is then defined in terms of the external control input
as

∫ T
0 u(t )�u(t )dt . In theory, there could exist many different

control input time series that would successfully drive the
brain from an initial state to a final state. However, here we
are not interested in all solutions, but instead in the solution
associated with the minimum energy cost. The reason we are
interested in this minimum energy solution is that it provides
us with a lower bound on the energy needed, and is consistent
with our understanding of the biological constraints on energy
use in the brain [26,37]. To calculate the minimum control
energy associated with an optimum trajectory between two
states, we solved the equation

Emin = min
u

∫ T

0
u(t )�u(t )dt (6)

constrained by Eq. (4), the initial state x(0), and the final state
x(T ). Details on the solution for the present case are given
in Appendix Sec. A 1; for a more general solution the reader
is referred to Ref. [35]. We calculated Emin for a given brain
state by setting it as the final state at time t = T while the
initial state was set to the origin (i.e., the mean brain state in
the data). We select T = 10 in order to choose a time horizon
regime with higher-order network effects that still shows high
correlation to other time horizons [36].

Our estimates of the energy required for specific transitions
were constrained to the set of states that we can observe
in the fMRI data. However, it is interesting to ask whether
there exists some generic characteristic of the brain that both
(i) explains the observed states and (ii) enables us to make
predictions about the set of states that we may not have
observed in the short imaging sessions that are well toler-
ated by human participants. One reasonable candidate for this
generic characteristic is the brain’s average controllability,
which quantifies the ease of moving the instantaneous state of
the brain to any location on the underlying energy landscape
that governs the cost of transition between brain states [36].
This, in turn, provides an estimate of the accessible volume in
the state space. Indeed, the quantity of average controllability
is the measure of average energy required to reach random
states uniformly distributed on the surface of a hypersphere
of unit radius [38]. If a brain has low average controllability,
intuitively it should require more energy to reach observed
states as present in the fMRI data, but also to reach unobserved
states that were not measured. The average controllability was
calculated for state equations with stable dynamics as the trace

of the controllability Gramian WC , defined as

WC =
∫ T

0
eAt BB�eA�t dt . (7)

In our investigation, we used this calculation to test our in-
tuition that the brain’s average controllability explains the
energy required to reach observed states, and to predict the
energy required to reach unobserved states, thereby augment-
ing the potential relevance of our study to other contexts.

III. RESULTS

Striking a balance between the requirement of sufficient
information and the limitations of fMRI acquisitions, we set
the number of parcels N to be 100 in our experimental pro-
tocol. All experiments were repeated with a resolution of
400 parcels (see Supplemental Material Sec. II [30]). Having
estimated the probability distribution of brain states using the
resting-state fMRI data (see Sec. II), we first calculated and
compared Istate across different tasks.

A. Levels of information content for different
cognitively demanding states

To determine the task dependence of information content,
we analyzed the mean information content for all observed
task states in all 596 subjects. The different task settings,
emotion, gambling, language, motor, relational, social, and
working memory in the HCP data set [18] exhibited distinc-
tively different levels of information content [see Fig. 2(a)].
The social task showed significantly higher information con-
tent than all other tasks (p < 0.001). In contrast, the mean Istate

of the gambling and the emotional task were lower than for
any of the other tasks.

After an estimation of the mean information content of
the global brain state, we next investigated the distribution
of information content across brain parcels. The distribution
of Iparcel across brain parcels was not significantly different
from a Gaussian distribution (verified by a Shapiro-Wilk test,
p > 0.05) for the gambling, language, motor, and social tasks.
However, the Gaussian assumption did not hold for the other
three tasks, namely working memory, emotion, and the re-
lational task, which showed positive skew (p < 0.05). This
finding indicates that the regional distribution of information
content in these tasks was anisotropic, with some parcels
contributing disproportionately more than others. As shown
in Fig. 3(b), information content was heavily concentrated in
only a limited part of the brain during those three tasks. In the
next section, we map the regional distribution of information
content and compare it to other measures derived from fMRI
activity.

B. Comparing information content to other fMRI assessments

In this section, we sought to understand the task depen-
dence of the regional distribution of information content,
and to compare it to previously defined measures of ac-
tivity in fMRI data. First, we compared regional profiles
of information content with the consensus in the field on
which brain regions are involved during specific tasks us-
ing data from a large-scale meta-analysis. For this purpose,
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FIG. 2. Information content across different tasks. (a) Mean in-
formation content. Among all seven tasks considered in this work,
the brain exhibited the highest overall information content during
the social task (p < 0.001 after Bonferroni correction for multiple
comparisons), and the lowest information content in the emotion and
gambling tasks. (b) Regional skew of information content. For the
different tasks, the mean parcel information content Iparcel across all
subjects was calculated. The parcels were then sorted by Iparcel for
every task, and the resulting declining lines were plotted for every
task.

the keywords of the different tasks were examined in Neu-
rosynth [39], which searches published neuroimaging articles
for specific keywords. From these articles, brain coordinates
were automatically synthesized. Second, we used the classical
generalized linear model (GLM) method to identify activated
parcels in the same data set as used for the analysis of in-
formation content. Specifically, a linear model without an
intercept was used to predict task-based activation for each
subject and each parcel. In this model, the predictor is derived
from the task blocks. During fixation and initiation blocks, the
predictor is set to zero. It is set to one during all task blocks.

This predictor is then regressed against the actual fMRI acti-
vation. Finally, the 100 coefficients (one for each parcel) are z
normalized per subject, and the z scores are averaged over all
subjects to obtain the final GLM score.

In Fig. 3, these two approaches are displayed next to the
information content metric. While for some tasks, the three
metrics showed similar profiles across brain parcels, other
tasks exhibited strongly diverging effects. Clear correspon-
dence was observed during the language task: The middle
and superior temporal gyri are distinctively marked in all
three approaches. We note the difference in the inferior frontal
gyrus between the Neurosynth results and the remaining two
methods that used the HCP data. This strong difference could
have arisen from the fact that the HCP language task con-
sisted only of language comprehension and excluded language
production, which is not reflected when using the keyword
“language” in Neurosynth.

The activation profile for the motor task also showed strong
overlaps for all three approaches, highlighting the human
motor cortex. Compared to the information content approach,
where the motor cortex was the only marked area, the GLM
noted activation in the visual cortex, while Neurosynth also
pinpoints previous findings in the inferior temporal gyrus.
For other tasks, the three metrics showed more diverging
profiles. Both metrics on the HCP data set often highlight the
visual cortex, e.g., during gambling, relational processing, or
the working memory task. In general, the regional profiles
of GLM and information content showed more similarities
to each other than to the profile obtained from Neurosynth.
However, the involvement of certain frontal lobe areas, as
found in Neurosynth as well as with the GLM, cannot be seen
with information content. In contrast, the information content
approach generally highlights fewer areas than the GLM, in-
dicating a higher specificity. Broadly, these findings serve to
highlight the fact that information content is a complementary
and not redundant metric.

C. Brain architecture minimizes energy requirements
for high information states

In the previous section, we found that the brain exhibits
different levels and patterns of regional information content
depending on the task condition. We then asked how the cost
of transition to the task states relates to their information
content. Accordingly, we examined the fMRI states observed
in all tasks, and calculated Emin as defined in Eq. (6) for
all states. The initial state was set to the mean state, which
coincides with a state of zero activation. Since the probability
distribution is unimodal [see Fig. 1(b)], high information con-
tent states are naturally far away from the mean state and thus
should require higher energies than states with low informa-
tion content (see Appendix Sec. A 1). While this correlation
was noisy for single states, it was clearly visible when ana-
lyzed on a per subject level; subjects with higher Istate required
much higher Emin [Fig. 4(a)]. This finding, taken together with
the observation that activations with high information content
appear in the tails of the unimodal probability distribution and
are observed with lower frequency [see Fig. 1(b)], implies that
a higher energy is required to drive the brain into states that
are observed less frequently. This is a key point that provides
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FIG. 3. Regional distribution of three different measures derived from fMRI activation. Brain parcels with involvement for the different
tasks according to community consensus (Neurosynth [39], top), a classical generalized linear model approach (GLM, middle), as well as
the proposed information content metric (bottom). For information content, the difference between information content of the task fMRI
distribution and the rs-fMRI base distribution, averaged over all subjects and time points, is visualized. Red: Positive values; blue: Negative
values. All nonsignificant parcels (p > 0.01 after Bonferroni correction) were set to zero and colored in gray. As the results are approximately
symmetric across the hemispheres, only the left hemisphere is visualized here. The right hemisphere can be found in Supplemental Material
Sec. III [30].

support for the framework of network control theory, and
its particular instantiation used here. Subjects that reach rare
brain states during a given task—and thus exhibit high levels
of information content—also exhibit higher control energy.
Thus, the quantity Emin captures the inherent difficulty of state
transitions atop the underlying structural connectivity during
the performance of cognitively demanding tasks.

Having established the above connection between Emin

and Istate of subjects, we further sought to examine whether
the structural connectivity of the brain network is inherently
suited to make transitions to states with high information
content. Accordingly, we calculated the average improvement
in control energy calculated using the measured structural
connectivity matrix over that calculated using a randomized
model of brain connectivity that preserved the original degree,
weight, and strength distributions (see Sec. II B). We calcu-
lated these improvements for states with low, intermediate,

and high Istate for each subject. The states with low, interme-
diate, and high Istate were retrieved by sorting the brain states
from all tasks together based on their Istate, and were separated
into three equal parts for each subject.

The improvement was then defined as the mean difference
in control energy for the two models for the three sets of
states. We found that the null model required higher control
energy for all three types of states. However, the improve-
ment in transitioning cost when using the actual structural
connectivity over that using the null model was significantly
higher for high information content states in comparison to
low information content states [Fig. 4(b), one-way analysis
of variance (ANOVA) test with p < 0.001]. Thus, while the
actual architecture of the structural connectome performed
better for all three ranges of information content, it was par-
ticularly suited to reach high information content states when
compared to a null model.
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FIG. 4. Energetics of information content. (a) The scheme of calculating the improvement in the cost of transition using the actual structural
connectivity ( on the left) of the brain over that calculated using a null model ( on the right). Heat maps show an example structural connectivity
matrix (on the left) and a randomized null model (on the right). The minimum control energy to reach all the observed brain states calculated
using each model was then compared with the other to calculate the improvement. (b) Mean state information against mean minimum control
energy for all subjects and all tasks in the HCP data set. For an uncluttered representation, only every 50th data point is plotted. (c) Efficiency
of actual brain wiring. Comparison of real-world control energy vs control energy of connectivity null models for high, middling, and low
information content states.

D. Covariates of minimum control energy
and information content

In a final set of analyses, we examined possible covariates
between information content and minimum control energy,
and their influence on these two approaches. A major co-
variate that influences both minimum control energy and
information content is the Euclidean distance between the
observed state and the mean state. Naturally, the further away
from the mean state, the higher is the Emin. In the absence
of any network effects, the minimum control energy is equal
to the squared Euclidean distance of the brain state (for a
theoretical derivation, see Appendix Sec. A 1). Similarly, if
fMRI activations were Gaussian distributed with no difference
within and between subjects, Istate would be linearly related
to the squared Euclidean distance (Appendix Sec. A 2). In
reality, fMRI activations vary both within and between sub-
jects [40], and network effects are non-negligible in control
systems. To evaluate whether Istate predicts the minimum con-
trol energy Emin beyond the squared Euclidean distance in
the real data, we tested a linear model with only squared
Euclidean distance as input against a linear model containing
both squared Euclidean distance and Istate as input. The model
containing both features showed better predictiveness, with
a mean absolute difference of 13.2, against 24.0 for only
squared Euclidean distance (p < 0.001, Wilcoxon signed-
rank test). Scatter plots between Istate and Emin, as well as

between squared Euclidean distance and Emin are shown in
Supplemental Material Sec. III [30].

Another covariate that could explain the individual differ-
ences in minimum control energy is average controllability.
Average controllability offers insights into the ease of nav-
igating the state of brain parcels along all the directions in
the state space on average by external control signals [11].
It is thus independent of specific brain states, and with the
control set fixed across all subjects, it is determined solely by
the underlying structural connectivity. We evaluated whether
average controllability could explain the difference between
Emin as predicted from Istate, and actually measured Emin. We
hypothesized that if a brain system had high average controlla-
bility, the minimum control energy should be overestimated.
Similarly, if a brain showed low average controllability, the
minimum control energy, as predicted from Istate, should be
underestimated. Thus, the error between the predicted Emin

and the computed Emin should show positive correlation with
the average controllability: For high average controllability
an overestimation, while for low average controllability an
underestimation. Verifying this hypothesis using the Pearson
correlation coefficient, we found that the error between the
predicted and computed Emin is positively correlated with av-
erage controllability (Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.09,
p < 0.05). In other words, for subjects with high average
controllability, Emin is overestimated if it is predicted from
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Istate—subjects with high average controllability require less
effort to reach high information content states than subjects
with low average controllability. A visualization of this corre-
lation and details on the calculation procedure can be found
in Supplemental Material Sec. III [30]. Thus, the theoretical
measure of average controllability indeed translates into the
ease of reaching real-world brain states.

IV. DISCUSSION

We defined the measure of information content associated
with each activation value, inferred from the resting-state
probability distribution. This measure allowed us to determine
the information content of each brain parcel as well as that of
whole brain states, and led us to compare information content
across different tasks. For example, the highest whole brain
information content was found in the social task. Meanwhile,
the middle and superior temporal gyri showed high Iparcel

during the language task, and the motor cortex during the mo-
tor task. Collectively, information content is sensitive to task
differences across spatially distributed brain parcels and could
be used to evaluate the relationship between altered brain
network dynamics, self-referential processing, and executive
dysfunction in psychopathology [41].

Brain state probabilities provide a useful measure of infor-
mation content that is consistent yet nonredundant with prior
fMRI assessments and is strongly correlated with theoretical
linear dynamical models of functional activity trajectories.
This empirical correlation distinguishes the present approach
from prior work applying information theory metrics to brain
function, structure, and activity variance [42,43], providing
a conceptual link between information theory and control
theory for efficient network communication [2,44]. Other in-
formation theoretical measures in neuroscience have been
mostly applied to obtain insights into nonlinear relationships
of multivariate data or to quantify uncertainty [45–47]. For
example, an information theoretical concept of cognitive con-
trol has been proposed [48], a robust information flow metric
for the human brain is available [49], and the communi-
cation dynamics in brain networks have been studied [43].
The relationship between brain entropy and human intelli-
gence remains a particularly active area of research [50–53].
Most closely related to our approach is the application of
mutual information to task-fMRI data, a technique used to
establish relationships between an experiment and individual
voxels [31] or to reveal the functional connectivity between
parcels [54]. However, with previously used metrics such as
entropy or mutual information, an analysis of brain states or
a time-dependent analysis of information was not possible. In
contrast, information content—as used in this work—allows
insights into the current condition of single brain parcels as
well as into whole brain states, and makes it possible to relate
brain states to their associated transition costs.

If the control energy is a metric characterizing cognitive
effort and control efficiency [11,55,56], and the brain develops
under evolutionary constraints of efficiency [57], then states
that require greater control energy to enact should be less
likely to occur empirically. Consistent with this hypothesis,
we found that states that require greater control energy to
enact are less likely to occur and tend to convey more infor-
mation. More probable activity states require reduced control

energy. The greater control energy cannot be simply explained
by the magnitude of the fMRI activation, even if Istate is re-
lated to the squared Euclidean distance under oversimplified
assumptions (see Appendix Sec. A 1).

Information content has two different applications: Op-
timal message passing and an expression of probability.
Regarding probability in terms of information content has
mathematical advantages. These advantages were exploited in
the present paper. For example, high information was used to
quantify unusual brain activity. However, the findings are also
relevant for message passing, as they are consistent with the
efficient coding hypothesis.

A general principle of efficient coding is to assign the
shortest and least costly codes to the most frequent sym-
bols [58]. This principle resembles Zipf’s law, in which
the most frequent states require the least effort, and which
has been observed across biological and human made sys-
tems [59]. In our results, the most frequently used symbols are
analogous to the low information content (high probability)
neural states, while the most costly codes are analogous to
the greater control energy cost. Analogous to the Boltzmann
distribution, the brain network will be in certain states as a
function of that state’s energy; states requiring lower control
energy have a higher probability of being occupied. Hence,
the macroscale brain network may be subject to similar con-
straints of efficient coding as the microscale [57,60].

Moreover, our findings are consistent with widespread
observations that the human brain is efficiently wired. We
showed that, especially for high Istate, the brain necessi-
tates significantly less control energy than a randomized null
model. Network control theory posits a dynamical system
atop the structural connectome, in which all brain parcels are
involved in the process of enacting functional activity state
transitions to support future behavior [11]. The observation
that functional activity states requiring high control energy
were less probable suggests a role of the structural connec-
tome in constraining high-cost states. Indeed, evolutionary
processes select for brain network biology and topology
under constraints of efficiency and adaptability [57,61,62].
Efficient and adaptable brain dynamics across species could
be characterized by controllability [63], and recent evidence
demonstrates clear empirical links between control energy and
biological metabolism [64]. As the control energy, in turn,
was shown to be linked to information content, it can be
hypothesized that the brain’s metabolism is a driver of the
discrepancy between the results of information content and
GLM shown in Fig. 3.

Our findings motivate future research on the coupling be-
tween structural and functional brain networks using process
models of dynamic brain activity [1]. Recent work suggests
that models of brain network communication can both im-
prove the descriptive statistical coupling between structure
and function as well as provide insight into the theoretical pro-
cesses underlying brain network dynamics [65]. We reported
that Istate predicts the control energy required to enact the
state. The remaining unexplained variance of control energy,
a metric derived from a dynamical network model incorpo-
rating both structure and function, was partly explained by
average controllability, a metric solely based on structural
connectivity.
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Hence information content, minimum control energy, and
average controllability represent a characterization of struc-
ture and function which provides new avenues to study
and interpret brain networks as dynamical systems. These
links between information theory and the network con-
trol framework align with reports of trial-by-trial variability
of neural activity decreasing during task performance to
tighten task-relevant dynamical trajectories and overcome en-
dogenous noise activity unrelated to the task [42,44,66,67].
Network control theory further integrates these conceptual
and methodological notions in a simpler linear dynamical
model, providing both conceptual insights into and method-
ological quantification of the brain network.

Several limitations of using information content for anal-
ysis of fMRI data should be noted. Most importantly, for
analysis of task-fMRI data, an extensive rs-fMRI acquisition
of the same subject in the same scanner is necessary in order
to estimate the probability density function of the individual
brain. Thus, the present approach is mostly suitable to studies
that include an extensive rs-fMRI session next to a battery
of task-fMRI sessions. Further, as the calculation of Iparcel is
based on the probability estimation for single parcels, and
Istate is obtained by summing Iparcel over all parcels, Istate re-
lies on the assumption of independence of parcels. Although
the parcels were obtained by a functional parcellation, the
different time series are not completely independent. Relying
on this assumption could have led to a slight overestimation
of information content in the human brain when different
parcels are synchronized or correlated. Further, using a linear
control model represents a simplification of the neural system.
The same applies to parcellations of the human brain, and
modeling brain connectivity with diffusion MRI tractogra-
phy. Lastly, state transitions were defined as going from the
mean state to task states. This setup limits the applicability to
scenarios where transitions between task states are measured,
e.g., following subsequent states during a task-fMRI session.

V. CONCLUSION

Based on Shannon’s fundamental work on entropy, we
investigated information content in the human brain across
subjects and mental tasks. Different tasks demonstrate differ-
ent absolute levels as well as distinct regional distributions
of information content. Compared to other tasks, the high-
est information was obtained during social cognition, while
emotion and gambling showed relatively low levels of total
information content. In a next step, we then linked information
content to control energy, showing that high information states
necessitate high levels of effort to reach. However, the brain
seems to be efficiently wired: When compared to a brain
connectivity null model, significantly less energy is required
with the actual brain wiring, especially for high information
states. Our work generally provides an explanatory link be-
tween information content, state transition costs, and neural
processing supporting cognitive function.

VI. METHODS AND EVALUATIONS

A. Imaging data acquisition and preprocessing

The data include functional magnetic resonance imaging
(fMRI) and diffusion weighted imaging (DWI) scans from

596 healthy adult human participants (Fig. 1) [18]. From the
fMRI data, we estimated regional and whole brain information
content in seven different executive conditions: An emotion
processing task, a language task, a motor task, a relational
task, a social task, and a working memory task. From the DWI
scans, we extracted estimates of the strength of white matter
tracts connecting the brain parcels: Primarily 100 large-scale
areas (see main text), and in a complementary investigation
400 smaller-scale areas (see Supplemental Material [30]).
All analyses were performed in accordance with the relevant
ethical regulations of the WU-Minn HCP Consortium Open
Access Data Use Terms.

The acquisition parameters for each data type were as fol-
lows. The parameters for the acquisition of the high-resolution
structural scan were TR = 2400 ms, TE = 2.14 ms, TI =
1000 ms, flip angle = 8◦, FOV = 224 × 224 mm, voxel
size = 0.7-mm isotropic, BW = 210 Hz/Px, and acquisition
time = 7:40 min. Functional magnetic resonance images were
collected during both rest and task with the following pa-
rameters: TR = 720 ms, TE = 33.1 ms, flip angle = 52◦,
FOV = 208×180 mm, matrix = 104×90, slice thickness =
2.0 mm, number of slices = 72 (2.0-mm isotropic), mul-
tifactor band = 8, and echo spacing = 0.58 ms. Diffusion
tensor images were collected with the following parameters:
TR = 5520 ms, TE = 89.5 ms, flip angle = 78◦, refocus-
ing flip angle = 160◦, FOV = 210×180, matrix = 168×144,
slice thickness = 1.25 mm, number of slices = 111 (1.25-mm
isotropic), multiband factor = 3, echo spacing = 0.78 ms,
and b values = 1000, 2000, and 3000 s/mm2.

From the fMRI data, resting-state, working memory, lan-
guage, relational, social cognition, emotion, gambling, and
motor scans were analyzed. We chose to use all scans in
order to sample the brain’s functional activity in a diverse
range of cognitive states. Details of the task designs can
be found in Ref. [18]. Brains were normalized to fslr32k
via the multimodal surface matching (MSM)-All registration.
CompCor, with five principal components from the ventricles
and white matter masks, was used to regress out nuisance
signals from the time series. In addition, the 12 detrended
motion estimates provided by the Human Connectome Project
were regressed out from the regional time series. The mean
global signal was removed and then time series were bandpass
filtered from 0.009 to 0.08 Hz [68,69]. Finally, frames with
greater than 0.2-mm framewise displacement or a derivative
root mean square (DVARS) above 75 were removed as out-
liers. Segments of less than five uncensored time points were
also removed. Sessions composed of greater than 50% outlier
frames were not further analyzed. The processing pipeline
used here has previously been suggested to be ideal for remov-
ing false relations between connectivity and behavior [70].
For all subjects, we parcellated the brain into 100 as well as
into 400 parcels. As our approach to whole brain information
content assumes independence of parcels, the parcellation
must be chosen to minimize mutual information between the
parcels. This corresponds to a minimization of correlation,
i.e., of functional connectivity between the parcels. Thus, the
Schaefer parcellation scheme [29] was chosen as it clusters
voxels based on local-global functional connectivity. The two
fMRI acquisitions with an opposing MRI phase encoding
gradient were concatenated for each fMRI time series. To
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further reduce the effects of outliers to the probability density
estimation, fMRI activations were clipped to four times their
standard deviation.

For preprocessing of the diffusion imaging data, the Hu-
man Connectome Project applied intensity normalization
across runs, the TOPUP algorithm for echo planar imaging
distortion correction, the EDDY algorithm for eddy current
and motion correction, gradient nonlinearity correction, calcu-
lation of gradient b-value/b-vector deviation, and registration
of the mean b0 volume to the native T1 weighted volume
with FLIRT. BBR+bbregister and transformation of diffusion
data, gradient deviation, and gradient directions to 1.25-mm
structural space were also applied. The brain mask was based
on the FreeSurfer segmentation. The BedpostX (Bayesian
Estimation of Diffusion Parameters Obtained using Sampling
Techniques) output was then calculated, where the “X” stands
for modeling crossing fibers. Markov chain Monte Carlo sam-
pling was used to build probability distributions on diffusion
parameters at each voxel. The process creates all of the files
necessary for running probabilistic tractography. Using the
FreeSurfer recon-all data computed by the Human Connec-
tome Project, the fsaverage5 space cortical parcellation was
registered to the subject’s native cortical white matter surface,
and then transformed to the subject’s native diffusion volume
space. From these data, we derived seeds and targets for prob-
abilistic tractography, which we ran with the FSL probtrackx2
algorithm using 1000 streams initiated from each voxel in
a given parcel. This DWI pipeline was previously used in
Ref. [71].

After performing probabilistic tractography, we applied the
same Schaefer atlas as applied to the fMRI data. Next, we
calculated the proportion of streams seeded in a voxel in
one parcel that reached another parcel. We chose to use the
proportion of streamlines to represent structural connectivity
due to the inhomogeneity of the parcel sizes. We collated all
interregional estimates of structural connectivity into a single
100×100 (respectively 400×400) connectivity matrix, which
we then treated as the formal encoding of a network repre-
sentation of brain structure [72]. Similar to the model of brain
function, in this structural network representation, parcels are
represented by network nodes, and structural connections are
represented by weighted edges, where the weight of the edge
between node i and node j is given by the proportion of
streams seeded at parcel i that reach parcel j. Due to the im-
precise nature of the diffusion tractography algorithm, slight
asymmetries emerge as artifacts in the final raw connectivity
matrices. We thus follow the standard procedure of setting the
diagonal to zero, and symmetrize the connectivity matrices by
setting the weight from i to j to be equal to the weight from
j to i. As only data from subjects where all fMRI as well as
DWI scans remained after scrubbing, data from 596 subjects
were used in this study.

B. Probability density estimation

For calculating the information content of the fMRI acti-
vation, a probability density estimation on the first rs-fMRI
data set was necessary. For this purpose, a nonparametric
Parzen-Rosenblatt window estimation was used. The Parzen-
Rosenblatt estimator centers a kernel function K on each

observed data point, sums the different kernel functions, and
normalizes the joint density function by the number of ob-
served data points N [28],

p(x) = 1

N

N∑
n=1

K
(x − xn

h

)
, (8)

where xn are the observed data points, and h the bandwidth, a
critical parameter to set when using this technique. As fMRI
activations are unimodal [73,74] and a Gaussian kernel was
used, it was possible to employ a common rule of thumb for
the optimal bandwidth [75]. Using this rule, the bandwidth
h was set individually for each parcel and each subject as
follows,

h =
(

4σ 5

3m

) 1
5

, (9)

where σ is the standard deviation of the time series, and m is
the number of time points in the series. Whereas m was 2400
for all subjects, σ was independently set for every subject.
Using the estimated probability distribution, it was straight-
forward to map activation intensities to probabilities and to
finally calculate the information content.

C. Network null model

To compare the measured brain connectivity against a ran-
domized version of possible neural connections, a network
null model was utilized. It is useful for such a null model
to retain certain features of the real-world graphs to ensure
that the comparison is precise and isolates biological factors
of interest. Here, network null models that have the same
degree, weight, and strength distributions as the original graph
were constructed. The following rules were applied to obtain
these random matrices: With a chance of 50%, all columns
were randomly permuted, and the permutation order was re-
tained. Using the exact same permutation, all rows were then
permuted. In the other 50% of cases, the rows were first
randomly permuted, and then the columns switched in the
same order. This procedure was repeated 1000 times. This
random permutation naturally does not change the degree,
weight, or strength distributions, as either only complete rows
switch place, or the entries in a row are shuffled in the row. By
using the same permutation for rows and columns, the zero
diagonal could be retained.

D. Comparison to other approaches

To compare the regional results of information content
during task to other methods of task-based fMRI analysis,
two different approaches were chosen. The first approach
consisted of using Neurosynth [39] to obtain a meta-analysis
of previous studies on the same topics, and to identify the
locations reported in those studies. The second approach con-
sisted of using a generalized linear model (GLM), the most
commonly utilized task-based fMRI approach [76], and also
the tool used in the original analysis of the HCP task fMRI
data [18]. For Neurosynth, the terms working memory, lan-
guage, relational, social cognition, emotion, gambling, and
motor were searched using the provided toolbox. From the
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results, the association test maps were extracted with the
default settings (expected false discovery rate of 0.01). To
obtain a GLM model of the HCP data with comparable input
as the information content analysis, the design matrix was
created by setting all task blocks to one, and all fixation and
initiation blocks to zero. The design matrix was then directly
regressed against the time series from each parcel for each
subject, thereby obtaining the regional regression parameters.
The final values were obtained by averaging over all subjects.

E. Statistical analysis

The difference in mean information content between the
task fMRI time series with the highest information content
and all other task fMRI time series was tested with a two-sided
t-test. The results were corrected with the Bonferroni method
for multiple comparisons, as seven different tests were carried
out [77]. In the present study, the number of subjects was
very large and the number of tests low, and thus the proba-
bility of type 2 errors was small. To show that information
content contains information beyond the squared Euclidean
distance, the predictiveness of information content together
with squared Euclidean distance was compared to squared
Euclidean distance only. Because the data were available in
pairs, the Wilcoxon signed-rank test was used for evaluating
the significance of the difference in predictiveness. Further,
the difference between the brain efficiency of low, middling,
and high information content states was analyzed. Here, the
one-way ANOVA test was used. All statistical tests were im-
plemented in the SCIPY library [78], with multiple comparison
corrections taken from the STATSMODELS library [79].

All data used in this study are openly available from the
Human Connectome Project [80]. The code used for comput-
ing network control and information content as well as for
performing the statistical analysis is available on Github [81].
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APPENDIX: EUCLIDEAN DISTANCE AS A COVARIATE

1. Relationship with minimum control energy

In the present experiments, the control set was set to the
identity matrix. The expression of the controllability Gramian
thus simplifies considerably to

WC =
∫ T

0
eAt eA�t dt . (A1)

As a diffusion connectivity matrix, A is symmetric, such that
A = A�, thus the expression can be evaluated analytically:

WC =
∫ T

0
e2At = e2AT − I

2A
. (A2)

Thus, its inverse is

W−1
C = 2A

e2AT − I
. (A3)

Taking the Taylor series expansion of this equation about
A = 0 yields

W−1
C = I

T
− A + 1

3
A2T + O(A4). (A4)

The minimum control energy Emin [see Eq. (6)] can be
written as

Emin = x�W−1
C x, (A5)

with x the current brain state. Setting T = 10, as in all exper-
iments, the first-order approximation of the minimum control
energy thus becomes

Emin ≈ 1

10
x�x − x�Ax. (A6)

In sum, the minimum energy is approximately equal to the
weighted sum of magnitude of the squared Euclidean distance
of the state, x�x, and the projection of that distance onto A. It
should be noted that A designates the postnormalized matrix.
This normalization makes all eigenvalues of A negative, such
that the contributing term −x�Ax is always positive.

2. Relationship with information content

The brain activations in fMRI experiments are unimodal,
and all time series were demeaned. Under the assumption of
(1) Gaussian distribution of fMRI time series and (2) equal
standard deviation across brain participants, the fMRI times
series of single parcels would follow X ∼ N (0, σ 2) with

N (0, σ 2) = 1

σ
√

2π
e−0.5( xparcel

σ )
2

. (A7)

As information content is defined based on the probability
density function with I = − log(X ), the information content
of a single parcel is

Iparcel = log(σ
√

2π ) + 0.5

(
xparcel

σ

)2

. (A8)

For the given assumptions, Iparcel thus follows the squared
activation intensity, with an offset depending on the standard
deviation of the distribution. For whole brain information
content, Iparcel is summed over all parcels,

Istate =
∑

parcels

Iparcel = n log(σ
√

2π ) + n

2σ 2
x�x, (A9)

with n being the number of parcels. This results in a direct
correlation to the squared Euclidean distance of the state.

In reality, fMRI activations are not completely Gaussian,
and the amplitude within and between subjects varies [40].
However, a correlation between the squared Euclidean dis-
tance and information content was still observed. The Pearson
correlation coefficient (across all states, all tasks, and all sub-
jects) between the squared Euclidean distance and Istate was
0.54, between the squared Euclidean distance and Emin 0.65,
and between Istate and Emin 0.91.
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